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Fireweed and other flowers quickly grow after a forest fire in Yellowstone National Park.
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The state of a social-environmental system is assumed to exist within some dynamic equilibrium—
it is not static, but its variability is not so great that it must be described quite differently. In other
words, it fluctuates in time and space but is resilient to modest perturbations.1 However, if social
or environmental perturbations are large enough, the system can dramatically change—sometimes
collapsing from a social and ecological perspective. This change can be irreversible if the system fails to
adapt; however, the ability to diversify and innovate can lead to recovery as described in the following
example.
In the early 1900s, U.S. steel production dominated the global market, but the industry did not readily
adopt new technologies that took hold internationally. Thus, by the late 1970s, U.S. plants closed,
people lost their jobs, and communities were devastated. People in cities like Youngstown, Ohio,
and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, suffered greatly—infrastructure decayed, environments experienced
contamination, and a lack of jobs led to poverty and migration to other places. Today, Youngstown
remains a shrinking city (Figure 1, left). In contrast, Pittsburgh has experienced major renewal as
its leaders embraced change, economic diversification, and environmental cleanup (Figure 1, right).
Both cities underwent dramatic socio-environmental change, but one illustrates adaptive resilience—
Pittsburgh invested in change and reorganized in ways that improved the environment and human
well-being for many (but not all2).
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Figure 1. These photos illustrate the contrast in how two cities responded to socioeconomic collapse and environmental degradation.
Youngstown, Ohio, (left) today has extensive abandoned infrastructure and faces major environmental and public health crises.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (right) has invested deeply in future growth and innovation, so its people
benefit from environmental, social, and infrastructure improvements.

Theory of Socio-Environmental Reorganization
The cycle of reorganization that the above example typifies falls under what has been described as
panarchy—a term first applied by Lance Gunderson and C.S. Holling in 2002.3 They wrote,
“…panarchy describes how a healthy system can invent and experiment, benefiting from inventions
that create opportunity while being kept safe from those that destabilize because of their nature or
excessive exuberance.” The cycle represents four different phases (states) that system goes through
after it experiences significant perturbation. Put very simplistically, the system undergoes “growth” as
resources are exploited; it matures over time into a “conservation” state (meaning it is relatively stable)
as interactions and connections among its components grow; the system then collapses or undergoes
“release” due to changes in those interactions caused by some perturbation that crosses a threshold;
and, finally, over time, the system reorganizes or renews depending on its resilience capacity.

Figure 2. This illustration depicts the
stages of panarchy—a system or cycle of
reorganization following some perturbation
for a system with low resistance. (Adapted
from the Resilience Alliance resources)

Returning to the steel industry example and drawing on Brian Walker’s and David Salts’ explanation of
“Resilience Thinking,”4 the following illustrates a version of these phases:
1. The growth phase corresponded to the period when Ohio’s and Pennsylvania’s industries grew
dramatically, benefiting from abundant coal and access to rivers for transportation.
2. In the conservation phase, the cities became increasingly specialized socioeconomically because
people and institutions associated with the steel industry and its resources grew more connected and
became competitively superior. Because efficiency can increase with scale, plants grew bigger with
smaller costs per unit, and processes and modes of operation became more standardized (“regulated”).
However, this meant the system was more rigid, and its lack of flexibility (e.g., to technological
innovation and changing labor issues) translated to low resilience capacity.
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3. The rapid growth of, and superior competition of, international steel makers was a “shock” to the
system, which resulted in breaks to the connections (e.g., coal demand decreased, so coal miners lost
jobs). Thus, the collapse or “release” phase occurs as natural, social, and economic capital leaked out of
the system.
4. Only with new capital—as in the case of Pittsburgh’s investments in and social willingness to change—
does such a system enter the reorganization phase and renew itself.
The analogy for an ecological system is growth that occurs as pioneer species move into a new resourcerich habitat. They exploit all available niches and prosper (“r strategists”). Over time, interactions and
connections between species and their use of resources increase, those species that can specialize and outcompete pioneer species take hold. They expand their distributions over larger areas and persist for much
longer than pioneers. When some disturbance occurs (e.g., floods, fire, or disease outbreak), mortality
is high, and resources become available (“renewed”) for new species to recruit and thrive under the new
conditions. The system has reorganized.
Examples of the panarchy cycle for socio-environmental systems are growing in the literature,5, 6 but what
is of most interest today is how to apply resilience and reorganization theory to the management of socioenvironmental systems.7, 8 Can we detect when systems are approaching a threshold, so steps can be taken
to avoid collapse? Can we manage social and environmental systems for resilience so that they can adapt
and reorganize in ways that benefit humans and their environments? What role does resilience theory play
in sustainability challenges, such as climate change and human vulnerability to its impacts?
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